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A new method for 3D radiative transfer with adaptivegrids
Doris FoliniObservatoir de Strasbourg, 11 rue de l'universit�e, 67000 Strasbourg,FraneRolf WalderUniversity of Arizona, Stewart Observatory, 933 N. Cherry Ave,Tuson, AZ 85721, USAMihael PsarrosInstitut f�ur Astronomie, ETH Zentrum, 8092 Z�urih, SwitzerlandAlexandre DesboeufsInstitut f�ur Astronomie, ETH Zentrum, 8092 Z�urih, SwitzerlandAbstrat. We present a new method for 3D NLTE radiative transferin moving media. We use short harateristis to set up a system ofequations for eah direted intensity. The entity of these systems is thenre-formulated as one system of equations for the angle-integrated meanintensity. This system is solved with a fast, modern BiCGStab iterativesolver. We reently have implemented an adaptive grid on a ell byell basis. A major advantage of our approah is that onvergene ratesbarely depend on the spatial disretization. In the rate equations, linesare treated by a 3D generalization of the Sobolev-approximation. Thesolutions of the transfer and the rate equations are iteratively oupled.

1. IntrodutionThe last deade has seen an enormous development of non-Monte-Carlo multi-dimensional radiative transfer, both with regard to tehniques and range ofappliations (e.g. Auer & Paletou 1994; Vath 1994; Fabiani Bendiho, TrujilloBueno, & Auer 1997; Folini 1998; Steinaker & Henning 1999; Bushe & Hillier2000; Dullemond & Turolla 2000; Rihling et al. 2001; van Noort, Hubeny, &Lanz 2002).We here present a brief disussion of new features, advantages, and limita-tions of our ode TR3D. The tehnial basis of the ode have been publishedbefore (Folini 1998; Folini & Walder 1999a). TR3D solves the optially thikNLTE radiative transfer problem for moving media in 3D. For a given 3D den-sity, veloity, and temperature distribution, TR3D alulates the NLTE levelpopulations as well as the mean intensity at eah spatial grid point.1



2 Author & Co-author2. The approahOur approah follows the idea of Turek (1994) and di�ers from other methods inseveral ways. In partiular, we do not solve for eah direted intensity separatelyand then iterate over all ordinate diretions, but we solve for their ombinationin the form of the mean intensity. We start from the radiative transfer equation,whih is the equivalent of the Boltzmann equation for photons, in the followingform:nrxI(x; n; �) + �(x; n; �)I(x; n; �) = �(x; �) Z
 I(x; n0; �)d!0 + f(x; n; �) (1)Here, �, �, and f are the oeÆients for total losses (absorption plus sattering),sattering, and emission (atomi and external). I is the spei� intensity, 
 theunit sphere. Negleting frequeny oupling, we an omit in the following thefrequeny index in the 1D disrete frequeny spae. Disretizing the 2D ordinatespae we obtain for eah disrete ordinate diretion m (m = 1; :::;M):nmrxIm(x) + �m(x)Im(x) = �(x) MX~m=1  ~mI ~m(x) + fm(x): (2) ~m are the quadrature weights for the integral over 
. Disretizing 3D spae,and using short harateristis to express nmrxIm(x) , one further gets:Tmh Imh = Lh MX~m=1  ~mI ~mh + fmh : (3)Here the vetor Imh ontains the spei� intensity for diretion m at eah spatialgrid point, Lh and fmh ontain the sattering and emission oeÆients. Thematrix Tmh desribes the disretized transport term and the disretized lossoeÆient �m. Note that for eah given disrete diretion m the spatial gridpoints an be numbered suh that Tmh is lower triangular. Next, we multiply theequation by the inverse of Tmh (whih an be done analytially as Tmh is lowertriangular), and apply a quadrature sum over all ordinate diretions to theequation. With the disrete mean intensity Jh =PMm=1 mImh we then obtainJh = MXm=1 m (Tmh )�1 LhJh + MXm=1 m (Tmh )�1 fmh= ThLhJh + Fh:Taking all Jh terms to the left one �nally obtains, with Ah = 1� ThLh,AhJh = Fh: (4)This linear system of equations we solve with a BiCGStab algorithm. Of thematrix Ah the following an be said: Ah is de�nite (in a mathematial sense) for� � � � 0; Ah is not symmetri; Ah is a full matrix; Ah is given only impliitly;based on the ondition number of Ah onvergene of the iterative solution shoulddeteriorate as � ! � and �h ! 1, where h is the spatial ell size. Note thatwe annot a�ord to build up the matrix Ah expliitly, as it has dimension n2node,where nnode is the number of spatial grid points. Instead, we onstrut on they the parts of Ah we need, apply them to a vetor, and throw them away again.



APS Conf. Ser. Style 33. Advantages of the approahA main advantage of our approah is that the onvergene rate of the solutionof the transfer equation depends only on �, �, and �=�, but essentially not onthe size of the spatial grid ells. This behaviour is in essene due to the fat thatthe matrix Ah ontains only the inverse of the derivative operator Tmh and notthe operator itself. This property is partiularly attrative with regard to theuse of adaptive grids in spae. If Tmh were used diretly, onvergene propertieswould be dominated by the smallest ells. In this ase, onvergene an againbe improved by, for example, the use of multi-grid tehniques (e.g. Steiner 1991;Fabiani Bendiho, Trujillo Bueno, & Auer 1997). However, implementing aneÆient, non-linear multi-grid is rather demanding.The omparatively moderate storage requirements we onsider another ad-vantage. Currently, we store the n� frequeny dependent mean intensity as wellas the nlev NLTE level populations and the nlev LTE level populations at allnnode grid points. The LTE populations ould be onstruted on the y, butstoring them allows for an eÆient onstrution of �, �, and f . The work-ing memory needed on top of these three large portions makes up only a fewmore perent. In essene, our approah thus requires storing (n� + nlev) � nnodevariables.As mentioned before, in our approah we have to solve only one linearsystem of equations whih ontains the ontributions from all disrete ordinatediretions. We do not know so far whether this results in an overall redutionof the omputational osts, ompared to methods where one solves the transferequation for one individual ordinate after the other and iterates over the totalof ordinates. On the one hand, we have to solve only one linear system, insteadof solving one linear system per ordinate diretion per global iteration step. Onthe other hand, our linear system onsists of a full matrix and is, therefore,expensive to solve, whereas the linear system for a single ordinate diretion issparse and an be solved rather heaply.Finally, although we urrently use �rst order �nite di�erenes in our shemethis is not mandatory. At least in priniple, any other hoie whih ful�llsupwinding is possible.
4. Limitations of the approahA restrition is the fat that our approah depends on the ability to make thematrix Tmh lower triangular for a given diretion m. First of all, this meansthat only suh disrete formulations of the transfer equation are allowed whihful�ll upwinding. Only points lying in the diretion m where the spei� inten-sity is oming from an be onsidered. Seond, the upwind disretization mustbe suh that the orresponding numbering of the grid points, whih is what�nally ensures Tmh to be lower triangular, an be done in an eÆient way. Forexample, a di�erent numbering for eah diretion m would be too ostly eitherwith regard to memory (store all these numberings) or CPU (onstrut themwhenever needed). In pratie, this means that the grid must ful�ll ertain regu-larity onditions. For an equidistant Cartesian grid, as an example, six di�erentnumberings of the grid are suÆient.



4 Author & Co-authorAnother limitation with regard to disretization is that with eah ordinatein diretion (�, �) its ounterpart in diretion (-�, -�) should also be used.Otherwise, onvergene an deteriorate. For the appliations we so far haveprimarily envisaged, namely wind-wind ollision in binary star systems (Folini& Walder 1999b), this is no severe restrition. In situations where photonsprimarily propagate into a small solid angle segment this probably hanges.
5. ConlusionsWhile TR3D also has its limitations, it has some de�nite advantages: nearindependene of the onvergene rate on the grid spaing, moderate storage re-quirements, no need to iterate over ordinate diretions. With regard to futuredevelopment, parallelization is a must, in view of both CPU and memory. 1003grid points, 100 atomi levels, and 100 frequeny points result already in roughly2 GB of memory. A generalization to non-isotropi sattering is desirable formany appliations. While formally this should not be a problem with the urrentapproah, the pratial realization may not be easy (Steinaker, private ommu-niation). Conerning adaptivity, TR3D already has some adaptivity (spatialgrid, some rude ordinate adaptivity). Yet more adaptivity is a must to savememory and omputer time. Desirable are, in a �rst step, di�erent grids fordi�erent frequenies, but in the long run also some kind of 'physial adaptivity':for a partiular spatial and frequeny range, solve only that part of the total setof physial equations whih is really relevant.
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